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Abstract 

Childhood adversity is a leading transdiagnostic risk factor for psychopathology, being 

associated with an estimated 31-62% of childhood-onset disorders and 23-42% of adult-onset 

disorders (Kessler et al., 2010). Major unresolved theoretical challenges stem from the 

nonspecific and probabilistic nature of the links between childhood adversity and 

psychopathology. The links are nonspecific, because childhood adversity increases risk, through 

a range of mechanisms, for diverse forms of psychopathology, and are probabilistic, because not 

all individuals exposed to childhood adversity develop psychopathology. In this article, we 

propose a path forward by focusing on stress phenotypes, defined as biobehavioral patterns 

activated in response to stressors that can disrupt future functioning when persistent (e.g., reward 

seeking, social withdrawal, aggression). This review centers on the accumulating evidence that 

psychopathology appears to be more strongly predicted by behavior and biology during states of 

stress. Building on this observation, our theoretical framework proposes that we can model 

pathways from childhood adversity to psychopathology with greater specificity and certainty by 

understanding stress phenotypes, defined as patterns of behavior and their corresponding 

biological substrates that are elicited by stressors. This approach aims to advance our 

conceptualization of mediating pathways from childhood adversity to psychopathology. 

Understanding stress phenotypes will bring us closer to “precision mental health”, a person-

centered approach to identifying, preventing, and treating psychopathology.  
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General Scientific Summary: Childhood adversity increases risk for numerous forms of 

psychopathology through diverse pathways. We propose that prediction and explanation of 

psychopathology based on childhood adversity can be improved by studying stress phenotypes. 

Stress phenotypes are defined as patterns of behavior and their corresponding biological 

substrates that are elicited under stress. 
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Childhood adversity, defined as exposure to environmental stressors before age 18, is a 

leading transdiagnostic risk factor for psychopathology. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

World Mental Health Survey showed that childhood adversities increase the risk of all classes of 

psychiatric disorders across the 21 countries sampled (Kessler et al., 2010). Population-

attributable risk proportions have indicated that eliminating childhood adversities could reduce 

the prevalence of childhood-onset disorders by 31-62% and the prevalence of adult-onset 

disorders by 23–42%. Interventions, experiments, and natural quasi-experiments have 

demonstrated that childhood adversity plays a causal role in the development of psychopathology 

(e.g., Cicchetti et al., 2006; Costello et al., 2010; Dozier et al., 2018; Masten & Narayan, 2012; 

Morris et al., 2017; Wade et al., 2019). Despite the clear link between childhood adversity and 

psychopathology, questions about the myriad pathways explaining their association remain 

unresolved.  

 Although childhood adversity undoubtedly plays an integral role in the development of 

psychopathology, the nonspecific and probabilistic links between adversity and psychopathology 

raise two major theoretical challenges. The links are nonspecific because childhood adversity 

increases risk for diverse forms of psychopathology, including internalizing disorders, 

externalizing disorders, and personality disorders (Kessler et al., 2010; Vachon et al., 2015), and 

does so through various mechanisms. The links are also probabilistic because not all individuals 

exposed to childhood adversity develop psychopathology, a phenomenon known as resilience 

(Cicchetti, 2013). These challenges are reflected in the phenomena of equifinality and 

multifinality (Cicchetti & Rogosch, 1996), namely that people can reach the same diagnosis with 

or without childhood adversity (equifinality), and childhood adversity can lead to multiple 

diagnoses (multifinality). As an example of equifinality, one study found that 70% of youth 
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seeking treatment for social anxiety disorder had experienced maltreatment, but 30% had not 

(Simon et al., 2009). As an example of multifinality, exposure to childhood maltreatment can 

lead to multiple outcomes, such as internalizing disorders or externalizing disorders (Vachon et 

al., 2015).  

  A developmental understanding of lifetime mental health trajectories could provide 

insight into sources of heterogeneity and discontinuity in the pathways from childhood adversity 

to later psychopathology. A recent report from the longitudinal population-representative 

Dunedin Study revealed that 86% of individuals met criteria for at least one psychiatric diagnosis 

by age 45, with the majority meeting criteria for multiple diagnoses at different stages before 

midlife (Caspi et al., 2020). Disorder onset occurred in 59% of the sample by adolescence. The 

high lifetime prevalence and sequential comorbidity invites new theoretical frameworks for 

conceptualizing mental illness. Rather than comparing “cases” (people with mental illness) and 

“controls” (people without mental illness), the recent Dunedin findings suggest that our ability to 

disrupt the link between adversity and psychopathology comes from understanding states of 

mental illness, and the transitions between states of mental health and different types of mental 

illness within individuals across the lifespan. Stressful life events have long been recognized as 

among the most important triggers of these transitions from mental health to mental illness, and 

as sensitizers of the psychobiological response to subsequent stressors (Monroe & Harkness, 

2005; Post & Weiss, 1998). However, the heterogeneity of individual responses to stressful life 

events remains largely unexplained. In this article, we propose a framework for parsing out this 

heterogeneity into stress phenotypes, defined as profiles of stress-triggered psychobiological 

changes that lead to high levels of clinical impairment if they do not resolve quickly, and review 

evidence linking specific stress phenotypes to childhood adversity. Understanding stress 
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phenotypes will bring us closer to “precision mental health”, a person-centered approach to 

identifying, preventing, and treating psychopathology (Chahal et al., 2020).  

Accumulating evidence supports the early-life stress sensitization hypothesis, which 

proposes that childhood adversity disrupts the developing biological stress response and can 

amplify the organism’s response to future stressors (Daskalakis et al., 2013; Levine, 2005a). To 

advance this hypothesis further, we contend that delineating various stress phenotypes is 

necessary for operationalizing these pathways. A phenotype refers to a set of observable 

characteristics (e.g., behaviors, cognitive performance) that mediate the effects of early-life 

adversity on later-life psychopathology (Bonapersona et al., 2019). Thus, we have three aims 

with the current paper. First, we introduce the biological and psychological complexity of the 

human stress response, aiming to broaden our conceptualization of the stress response towards 

viewing it as a whole-body biobehavioral response. Second, due to the complexity of the stress 

response and the widespread inter-individual and intra-individual heterogeneity in stress 

responses (Rab & Admon, 2020; Sapolsky, 2015), we propose the study of stress phenotypes, 

defined as patterns of behavior and their corresponding biological substrates elicited by stressors. 

Specific stress phenotypes may include reward seeking, social withdrawal, or aggression, among 

others. Third, we present evidence supporting the role of stress phenotypes as intermediaries 

between childhood adversity and later psychopathology. This work shows that stress phenotypes 

(i.e., behavior and corresponding biological substrates assessed under high stress such as during 

negative life events or laboratory stressors) are more strongly linked to both childhood adversity 

and psychopathology than are assessments of behavior or biology under low-stress or unstressed 

conditions. Under low-stress conditions, differences between people with and without 

experiences of childhood adversity appear subtler, and in some studies are not present unless 
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participants are undergoing either stressful life events or an acute laboratory stress manipulation 

(e.g., Shalev et al., 2020; Young et al., 2019). These findings imply that childhood adversity may 

create specific dysregulations of the intensity and duration of the stress response. Due to our 

focus on development of stress phenotypes related to childhood stress exposure, we review 

studies that simultaneously consider concurrent stress exposure and childhood adversity, as these 

provide stronger evidence for specificity of developmental effects.  

Before addressing these three aims, it is worth mentioning the ongoing debate in the field 

regarding the optimal approach for conceptualizing and defining childhood adversity (Smith & 

Pollak, 2020). Defining stressful experiences has been an enduring challenge since the inception 

of stress research (Levine, 2005b). We differentiate stressors, the events and stimuli that elicit 

biological changes in the organism, from stress, the organism’s psychobiological response to 

these provocations (Levine, 2005b). We also concur with previous arguments (Sapolsky, 2015; 

Smith & Pollak, 2020) that a fruitful strategy is to identify stressors in relation to their 

biologically-based changes, based on the activation of processes in the brain and periphery rather 

than socially constructed concepts of the experiences that many people find stressful (Smith & 

Pollak, 2020). Thus, we begin by describing the acute stress response as a biological response, 

with corresponding effects in affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic domains. We define 

the somatic domain as comprising psychological perceptions of bodily states, such as fatigue, 

pain, appetite, or insomnia. We recognize that affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic 

domains are inter-related and by necessity correlated with biological processes, although they 

have often been studied in isolation from each other and from the underlying biology. For 

example, the depression literature has often studied cognitive risk factors independently from 

alterations in endocrine, autonomic, and immune reactivity to stress (LeMoult, 2020). Although 
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we review evidence from specific domains (affective, cognitive, etc.) in separate sections as they 

have been studied, we concur with recent calls for the field to study the reciprocal interactions 

among these domains in a more integrated, whole-person framework in the future (LeMoult, 

2020).        

The Stress Response Repertoire: Broadening Our Conceptualization of the Stress Response  

The stress response is a repertoire of acute biological and behavioral responses to a “real 

or interpreted threat to the physiological or psychological integrity of an individual” (McEwen, 

2000, p. 508). These threats can be diverse, ranging from physical demands such as pain and 

infections to real or perceived psychological threats such as social rejection or the fear of 

possible future social rejection. Stress responses depend on both the objective nature of the 

stressor and the individual’s appraisal of the stressor based on prior experiences and resources 

immediately available for coping (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984).  

The acute stress response activates complex neurobiological processes that mobilize 

energy and organize the organism’s behavioral coping response, which may include the “fight-

or-flight” response (aggression or social withdrawal), freezing, and other motivated action 

patterns that promote coping (McEwen & Akil, 2020). Although the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenocortical (HPA) axis and sympathetic nervous system have been historically investigated as 

the canonical stress-response systems (Sapolsky, 2015), research over the past 50 years has 

revealed that the stress response is broader than these two systems and their end-products, 

cortisol and epinephrine/norepinephrine, respectively. This complex stress response has been 

described as a “neuro-symphony” (Joels & Baram, 2009) of changes in multiple brain circuits 

involving diverse neurotransmitters and neuropeptides, such as dopamine, serotonin, 

vasopressin, BDNF, t-PA (tissue plasminogen activator), lipocalin-2 secreted protein, and 
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endocannabinoids among others (Joels & Baram, 2009; McEwen & Akil, 2020). In addition to 

these neural processes, the stress response also depends on myriad other systems and molecular 

players, including the immune system (Segerstrom & Miller, 2004), liver, muscles, and bones 

(McEwen & Akil, 2020), gut microbiota (Codagnone et al., 2019), and parasympathetic nervous 

system (Rab & Admon, 2020). These peripheral stress mediators have been linked to 

neurobehavioral outcomes, with implications for understanding the etiology of psychopathology 

and characterizing stress phenotypes. These diverse physiological changes orchestrate an array of 

stress-induced alterations in the affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic domains that 

prioritize coping with the ongoing threat over other functions (e.g., reproductive functions, 

digestion, growth, pursuit of long-term goals), and prepare the organism to cope with similar 

challenges in the future.  

Considering studies focused on assessing the affective domain, a comprehensive review 

of human acute stress induction laboratory protocols (e.g., the Trier Social Stress Test) revealed 

that acute stressors increase negative affect, including anxiety, tension, irritability, shame and 

anger, while decreasing positive affect (Campbell & Ehlert, 2012). Acute stressors also induce 

alterations in reward processing, which can include anhedonia, a decrease in reward seeking, 

motivation and pleasure, in some individuals, as well as increased reward seeking and risk-taking 

in others (Stanton et al., 2019). Even brief protocols such as threat of shock in the laboratory can 

induce such changes (Stanton et al., 2019). Individuals who experience anhedonia after acute 

stressors are more prone to develop mood disorders, whereas increased reward seeking following 

acute stressors relates to vulnerability to substance use disorders (Stanton et al., 2019). To date, 

more research is needed on individual differences that predict stress-induced tendencies towards 

decreased or increased reward seeking, but one study revealed a role for gender, with females 
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more prone to anhedonia and males more prone to increased reward seeking in a laboratory task 

conducted after an acute stressor (Lighthall et al., 2012).  

Some studies have concentrated on assessing varying behavioral changes to acute 

stressors, with the most well studied being freezing and social behaviors (e.g., “fight-or-flight”). 

For instance, children exhibited more pronounced freezing behaviors in response to fear-eliciting 

mechanical toys if they had experienced childhood adversity in the form of orphanage rearing 

(Stellern et al., 2014). Experimental acute stress induction studies in humans have revealed 

divergent response profiles, entailing either stress-induced increases in antisocial behavior 

(“fight-or-flight” behaviors such as aggression, irritability, competition, or social withdrawal, 

social anxiety, mistrust) or increases in prosocial behaviors (“tend-and-befriend” behaviors, 

including altruism, caring for and willingness to cooperate with others) (Taylor, 2006; Taylor et 

al., 2000). Nationally-representative surveys also reveal changes in social behavior in response to 

acute stressors, e.g. 45% of Americans report that stress makes it more difficult to get along with 

family members (NPR, 2014).  

In studies focusing on the cognitive domain, acute stressors have been shown to affect 

learning and memory. For example, memory for information related to the stressful context or 

negatively-valenced information is strengthened, whereas learning or recall of unrelated 

information is disrupted (Schwabe et al., 2012). Through the pervasive effects of acute stress 

mediators (e.g., catecholamines and glucocorticoids) on the activity of the prefrontal cortex 

(PFC) (Arnsten, 2015), stressors can temporarily impair core executive functions such as 

working memory, cognitive inhibition, and planning (Shields et al., 2016). When acute stressors 

become chronic, this can lead to permanent remodeling of the PFC, biasing cognition towards 
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“reflexive” rather than “reflective” cognitive processes (Arnsten, 2015). Variable, uncontrollable 

stressors can also interfere with the ability to sustain attention (Eck et al., 2020).  

Other studies have focused on the effects of acute stressors on the somatic domain, such 

as energy level, appetite, sleep and psychomotor behavior, which can be either slowed down or 

accelerated by stress. For example, acute stressors impact energy metabolism and regulation, and 

can stimulate overeating and consuming foods high in calories, fat, and sugar, presumably to 

store additional energy for coping with threat (Tomiyama, 2019). The majority of human studies 

on acute stressors and physical activity reveal an overall tendency to decrease physical activity in 

the aftermath of stressors and psychomotor retardation in stress-related disorders such as 

depression, consistent with the need to conserve energy (Stults-Kolehmainen & Sinha, 2014). 

However, some individuals show increased levels of activity under stress, possibly to improve 

their mood via physical exercise (Stults-Kolehmainen & Sinha, 2014). Animal models document 

decreased motor activity and increased fatigue after stressors, and their mediation by stress-

induced production of proinflammatory cytokines (Dantzer et al., 2008). Human research 

similarly finds that stressful events induce sleep disruptions, which can produce fatigue and 

metabolic changes (Akerstedt et al., 2007). 

Although studies have revealed this broad range of behavioral and biological changes 

typically elicited by acute stressors, there is considerable variability across individuals and across 

stressors in the magnitude of the effects and the specific constellation of effects experienced 

(Rab & Admon, 2020). This variability may be useful for interrogating the pathways from 

childhood adversity to psychopathology.  

Stress Phenotypes: Profiles of Stress Responses 
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Research on the effects of acute stressors on human biology and behavior suggests two 

major conclusions. First, many clinical symptoms (e.g., anhedonia, psychomotor slowing, 

cognitive deficits) of various psychiatric diagnoses are commonly experienced as transient 

components of the stress response in healthy participants exposed to experimental laboratory 

stressors. What remains unknown are the mechanisms that facilitate the persistence of these 

symptoms over time, as observed in clinical disorders. Second, there is wide heterogeneity of 

individual stress response repertoires, which is likely a product of multiple interacting influences, 

including genetic variation, developmental context and history, and external intervention such as 

clinical treatment (McEwen & Akil, 2020; Rab & Admon, 2020). 

It is plausible then that the heterogeneity seen in stress-response profiles may be useful 

for predicting future psychopathology. For example, a meta-analysis of studies with healthy 

humans revealed acute stress laboratory induction protocols can induce executive function 

deficits (Shields et al., 2016), and greater executive function deficits following stressor exposure 

are more strongly predictive of depression than is baseline, pre-stressor executive function task 

performance (Quinn & Joormann, 2015a, 2015b). Furthermore, as reviewed above, acute 

stressors alter reward seeking and social behavior, but individuals can show completely opposite 

profiles of stress-related alterations in these domains, such that decreases and increases in reward 

seeking under stress predict different forms of psychopathology (Stults-Kolehmainen & Sinha, 

2014). These findings highlight a need to characterize more fully the mechanistic underpinnings 

for these divergent tendencies.  

The prior literature on acute stress effects has thus far focused predominantly on discrete 

aspects of biological and behavioral profiles (e.g., effects of stress either on affect or on 

cognition). More research is needed to reveal how specific effects of stress on affect, behavior, 
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cognition, and somatic states are inter-related with each other. We propose a framework (Figure 

1) to guide research focused on conceptualizing these effects as components of stress response 

profiles that are integrative across domains and to gain a richer understanding of the biological 

underpinnings of these stress profiles.  

 [Insert Figure here] 

Using this framework, we envision that researchers would first use meta-analyses, 

machine learning, and other data science techniques to catalogue available human research on 

affective, cognitive, behavioral, and somatic effects of acute stress, as well as biological 

alterations corresponding to these effects, in order to compile a complete human stress response 

repertoire. Then, new empirical research using a range of different types of naturalistic or 

laboratory stressors would be used to examine individual stress phenotypes across these multiple 

domains. The goal would be to assess the magnitude of change in each of these domains from 

pre- to post-stress for each individual (Figure 1), and assess which affective, behavioral, 

cognitive and somatic components cluster together. This would be a necessary step toward the 

goal of uncovering biological substrates that distinguish the profiles, and these substrates may 

predict to psychopathology either independently or in combination with the psychological 

profiles. For example, the constellation of stress-induced “sickness behaviors,” including 

behaviors such as social withdrawal and somatic states such as fatigue, psychomotor slowing, 

and increased slow-wave sleep, has been linked to increased production of proinflammatory 

cytokines and development of depressive-like behavior in animal models (Dantzer et al., 2008). 

Post-stress increases and decreases in oxytocin have been linked to affiliative and aggressive 

behaviors, respectively, in primate models (Witczak et al., 2018). Just as animal models indicate 

that specific biological mechanisms distinguish acute stress responses, identifying acute stress 
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phenotypes in humans could reveal discernable biological substrates. Furthermore, this approach 

would allow us to parse variability of stress phenotypes into trait-level components that may be 

characteristic of individuals versus state-level components that may be closely related to context 

and stressor type. Stress responses that are typically or commonly evidenced across multiple 

provocations are more likely to be informative about consistent person-centered biobehavioral 

processes that convey greater or lesser risk for psychopathology. 

To support the argument that characterizing stress phenotypes may advance our 

understanding of pathways from childhood adversity to psychopathology, we review evidence 

showing that stress phenotypes are more strongly linked to childhood adversity and 

psychopathology than psychobiological states assessed under low stress.  

Stress Phenotypes as Intermediaries between Childhood Adversity and Psychopathology 

 Intriguingly, accumulating evidence shows that assessing participants under stressful 

circumstances – either naturalistic or laboratory – may increase predictive power from childhood 

adversity to clinical outcomes or to purported mediators in the pathway to clinical outcomes. 

Childhood adversity is associated with alterations in affective, behavioral, cognitive and somatic 

domains. Some studies have uncovered clues about the biological substrates for these effects and 

examined biobehavioral, multi-domain stress phenotypes, including assessments of how biology 

and behavior are inter-related. We organize existing evidence into affective, behavioral, 

cognitive, and somatic phenotypes, concluding with a section on biological substrates and multi-

domain phenotypes, as we recognize that the most promising future avenue for the field is to 

move beyond individual domains to study multi-domain phenotypes in relation to biological 

substrates.  

Affective Domain 
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 In the affective domain, several studies have documented stronger increases in negative 

affect in association with concurrent stress among individuals with childhood adversity exposure 

compared to those without this exposure (Cristobal-Narvaez et al., 2016; Glaser et al., 2006; 

Weltz et al., 2016; Yaroslavsky et al., 2020). Using ecological momentary assessment, one such 

study collected subjective ratings of both event-related stress levels and negative affect 10 times 

per day on six consecutive days (Glaser et al., 2006). Among individuals with a history of 

childhood trauma, higher stress ratings were associated with higher concurrent ratings of 

negative affect, though this association was not observed among those without a history of 

trauma. Childhood trauma exposure has also been linked to greater subjective appraisal of daily 

stressor events as stressful (LoPilato et al., 2020) and greater subjective appraisal of an acute 

laboratory stressor as stressful by adults (Zhong et al., 2020). In adolescents with a history of 

childhood adversity, greater recent life stress has been associated with more internalizing 

symptoms (Ruttle et al., 2014) and greater prevalence of suicidal ideation (A. B. Miller et al., 

2017). Further, studies in the affective domain have investigated how acute stress exposure 

influences processing of emotional information among adolescents with a history of adversity. 

For instance, experiencing more lifetime stressors increased the effect of an acute social stressor, 

causing 11-15 year-old youths to rely more on facial affect information and less on other 

available information in an emotion recognition task (Smith et al., 2020). 

Behavioral Domain 

Evidence suggests that childhood adversity strengthens the association between recent 

stressor exposure and behavior problems. Some striking evidence comes from a randomized 

controlled trial of foster care placement of children reared in Romanian orphanages. Among 

adolescents reared in this institutional setting, a greater number of recent life stressors during 
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early adolescence (age 12) was associated with more externalizing behavior problems at age 16 

(Wade et al., 2019). This association was not observed, however, among adolescents who were 

randomly assigned to foster care placement early in childhood, or among an age-matched control 

group of adolescents never exposed to institutionalized rearing (Wade et al., 2019). Experiencing 

life stressors over the previous year has also been associated with increased odds of recent 

intimate partner violence among adults with a history of childhood adversity, but again this link 

was not observed among individuals without a history of childhood adversity (Roberts et al., 

2011). In another study, greater levels of uncontrollable life stressors over the previous year were 

associated with greater alcohol consumption over the same year period, but only among women 

with a history of childhood maltreatment (Young-Wolff et al., 2012).  

Cognitive Domain 

Childhood adversity has been associated with reduced performance in multiple domains 

of cognitive functioning, including attention, executive function, memory, as well as in global 

measures such as IQ or academic achievement (De Bellis et al., 2009; De Bellis et al., 2013; 

Gould et al., 2012). However, a smaller but growing literature has documented that children 

experiencing adversity exhibit strengths in some facets of attention, perception, learning, 

memory, and problem solving (Ellis et al., 2017). Although these inconsistencies may relate to 

the types of tasks and environmental contexts involved in these assessments, it is also possible 

that these heterogeneous outcomes are partially due to variability in the level of life stress 

exposure that children were experiencing at the time of testing. In support of this hypothesis, one 

study showed that cognitive and behavioral strategies used for emotion regulation mediated the 

association between a history of childhood sexual abuse and depressive symptoms, but this 

pathway was only significant among individuals who reported high levels of recent stress over 
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the previous month (Yaroslavsky et al., 2020). However, more research is needed to determine 

the extent to which concurrent stressors reveal cognitive deficits versus strengths among those 

previously exposed to childhood adversity. Some neuroimaging studies have also revealed 

differences in cognitive processing under stress for those exposed to childhood adversity, and we 

review these below in the section on biological substrates.  

Somatic Domain 

 In the somatic domain, daily diary studies have linked greater recent stress levels with 

poorer sleep (Hanson & Chen, 2010) and more somatic symptoms such as pain and fatigue 

(Thakkar & McCanne, 2000). However, in each of these studies the relations were only 

significant among individuals with a history of childhood adversity (Hanson & Chen, 2010; 

Thakkar & McCanne, 2000). Another recent study of American Indian adults revealed that 

childhood adversity was associated with greater increases in psychological stress one month after 

the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, which mediated greater declines in sleep quality from 

baseline to one month post-pandemic onset (John-Henderson, 2020).  

In sum, there is substantial evidence that the combination of childhood adversity and 

current heightened stress reveals important individual differences in affect, behavior, cognition, 

and somatic functioning. However, substantial gaps still exist. Almost all of the above findings 

focused on naturalistic stressors. While there are benefits to using ecologically valid measures of 

stressors, stronger causal evidence may come from measuring changes in each of these domains 

after random assignment to an acute laboratory stressor. More research is needed to link these 

stress phenotypes to their biological substrates, although some studies on multi-domain 

biobehavioral phenotypes are underway.   

Biological Substrates and Multi-domain Profiles 
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Many existing models of psychopathology aim to understand the specific dimensions of 

childhood adversity that convey risk for psychopathology and the mechanistic pathways for how 

they elevate risk. This literature has indeed revealed a number of biological mediators of the 

effects of childhood adversity on risk for psychopathology. We review evidence on hormonal, 

immune, and neural mediators, as these mediators have been assessed most frequently in studies 

that simultaneously considered the joint roles of childhood adversity and recent stressors.  

For example, in a 37-year prospective longitudinal study, childhood adversity was linked 

to flatter cortisol slopes in adulthood at age 37 if participants were experiencing relatively high 

levels of concurrent stress, but not otherwise (Young et al., 2019). Childhood adversity has also 

been associated with greater cortisol reactivity to an acute social stressor, whereas no relation 

was observed between childhood adversity and baseline cortisol levels (Shalev et al., 2020). In 

another study on inflammatory markers, exposure to parental harshness during childhood 

interacted with recent stressors to predict greater production of interleukin-6 (IL-6) in response 

to an in vitro immune challenge among adolescent females, but parental harshness did not show 

direct associations with circulating levels of IL-6 outside of the immune challenge and in the 

absence of recent stressors (G. E. Miller & Chen, 2010). Elevated circulating IL-6 levels have 

been observed among adults who experienced high stress on the day preceding testing and who 

had a history of childhood maltreatment, whereas this relation was not observed among those 

without a history of maltreatment (Gouin et al., 2012). 

Neuroimaging evidence has shown that measuring the brain’s function under stress may 

lead to stronger links with childhood adversity than measuring brain function under non-stressful 

conditions. For example, Golde et al. (2019) examined neural activity under acute stress in a 

sample of women with severe childhood trauma and compared them to women with no history of 
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trauma. Women with childhood trauma exhibited blunted inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) activity 

during an emotional response inhibition task after acute stress manipulation, relative to the 

women with no trauma history, whereas trauma history was not associated with neural activity to 

the task administered prior to the stress manipulation. These results suggest that blunted activity 

post-stressor in the IFG, which is involved in cognitive control and emotion regulation, may be a 

stress phenotype associated with childhood trauma. Other research has shown that childhood 

maltreatment predicts increased amygdala-hippocampus connectivity under acute stress (Fan et 

al., 2015) and that childhood poverty predicts increased insula activation during emotion 

processing under acute stress (Liberzon et al., 2015). Thus, acute stress may be required to reveal 

some of these stress phenotypes involving direct measures of brain function associated with 

childhood adversity. However, much of this work was conducted in adults with no current or 

past psychiatric disorders (Fan et al., 2015; Golde et al., 2019; Liberzon et al., 2015; Seo et al., 

2014), making it unclear which patterns of activity may indicate future risk for psychopathology 

or markers of resilience (Guyer, 2020).  

Research in clinical samples has also shown that brain function under stress may be more 

strongly linked to psychopathology than brain function in non-stress conditions. For example, 

Kumar et al. (2015) examined brain stress phenotypes in 12 adults with major depression and 10 

healthy controls. Participants underwent an MRI scan and performed a monetary reward 

motivation task under two conditions, baseline (no-stress) and acute stress. Acute stress was 

induced by giving participants negative feedback and imposing a monetary penalty for slow 

responses on certain trials. During the acute stress manipulation, participants showed increased 

activity to reward in the medial PFC (mPFC), a region that communicates with the ventral 

striatum to process information about reward. Participants with major depression who reported 
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greater perceived life stress severity evidenced larger increases in activity in the mPFC during 

acute stress relative to the no-stress condition. In contrast, there were not significant effects of 

acute stress on mPFC activity in the healthy, non-depressed control group. Increased mPFC 

activity during acute stress may underlie some of the symptoms and behaviors characteristic of 

depression, such as learned helplessness and anhedonia (Kumar et al., 2015).   

There is also substantial evidence that alterations in reward processing and reward-

sensitivity mediate the relation between childhood adversity and psychopathology (for review, 

see Herzberg & Gunnar, 2020). Interestingly, studies suggest this indirect effect may be stronger 

in the presence of current or recent stressor exposure. For example, increased reward-related 

functional connectivity between the ventral striatum and mPFC during a monetary reward card-

guessing game mediated the relation between retrospective reports of childhood maltreatment 

and depressive symptoms (Hanson et al., 2018). Importantly, this indirect effect was only 

significant for individuals who reported greater levels of recent stressful life events (Hanson et 

al., 2018). Another study observed links between blunted reward sensitivity at age 9 and 

depression at age 12, but this association was only significant in the presence of high recent life 

stress at age 12 (Goldstein et al., 2020). 

In sum, neuroimaging research has begun to show that measuring brain function under 

acute stress or recent life stress may reveal stress phenotypes linked to childhood adversity and 

psychopathology that would not be observed through measures of neural activity under lower 

stress conditions. Further research is needed to examine whether these brain stress phenotypes 

mediate the association between childhood adversity and the development of psychopathology.  

Conclusions 
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The evidence reviewed here suggests that childhood adversity may create a specific 

vulnerability in regulating the stress response and recovering from it. Furthermore, we reviewed 

evidence that symptoms such as anhedonia, reward seeking, executive function deficits, and 

aggression can be elicited in transient forms in healthy individuals using acute laboratory stress 

inductions. Together, these lines of evidence suggest some forms of psychopathology may in fact 

be non-resolving high-stress states, which prevent ongoing adaptation to the environment. More 

research is needed to promote a mechanistic understanding of these non-resolving high-stress 

states, and test whether they occur due to factors endogenous to the individual (e.g., lower 

threshold for activation of the stress response, dysregulation of negative feedback mechanisms 

that typically terminate the stress response), or due to unremitting exogenous stressors, or some 

combination of both. Understanding stress phenotypes, the specific and inter-related affective, 

behavioral, cognitive, and somatic profiles of changes in the aftermath of stressors, as well as 

their biological substrates, may lead to greater specificity and accuracy of prediction of future 

mental health symptoms. The specific constellation of changes in child and adolescent behavior 

under mild stress may function as an individualized omen of and window into future states of 

psychopathology that may develop under high stress. The vision is that a highly tailored 

assessment of individuals’ biobehavioral stress profiles at various points in time will pave the 

way for more effective therapies across a range of psychopathologies. 
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Figure Caption  

Figure 1. Framework for studying psychobiological stress phenotypes. Future empirical 

research would document the inter-related affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic changes 

in response to acute stress for each individual using large samples, and aim to uncover the 

biological substrates for these effects. We hypothesize variability in individual stress phenotypes 

(i.e., profiles) of stress responses. Acknowledging that there are multiple elements within each 

domain, this figure presents a simplified representation for explanatory purposes. As 

hypothetical examples, Person X might show a high increase in negative affect, social 

withdrawal, cognitive deficits, and somatic symptoms such as fatigue post-stress, which may 

predispose them to developing elevated internalizing symptoms over time. Person Y might show 

stress-related increases in negative affect, aggressive behaviors, cognitive deficits, and insomnia, 

a profile which over time may become crystallized into elevated externalizing symptoms. 

Finally, Person Z may show a large change in the behavioral domain, specifically an increase in 

reward seeking and social-affiliative behavior, which would buffer their endocrine stress 

response and attenuate the negative affective, cognitive, and somatic effects of the stressor, 

leading to a profile of resilience to psychopathology. Person-centered analytic methods could 

identify these and other profiles that characterize biobehavioral subgroups within a population 

that are prone toward distinct mental health trajectories. This would be particularly fruitful 

within populations exposed to childhood adversity, who may show different or accentuated 

stress-response profiles within and across affective, behavioral, cognitive, and somatic domains. 

Figure created with BioRender.com.    
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